DAVID VON METZ INSPIRED LANDSCAPES
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to:

CLASSROOM/PREP:

MATERIALS:

-observe and discuss the art of David Von Metz
-create a landscape using chalk pastels with
sharpie and acrylic elements
-utilize elements of art including line, color, and
shape
-experience tactile and sensory stimulation
-participate in a meaningful activity that fosters
personal memories.
-socialize and communicate with other members of
the group
-practice fine motor skills & creative expression
-use media and appropriate materials to create a
unique landscape artwork inspired by artist David
Von Metz’s work.

-set up supplies for each student at their table for the
landscape project:
-precut pastel paper 9x12” (1 piece for each participant, plus
extra),
-paper towels; wipes, pencils, erasers, sharpies
-print Appendix 1 & 2: landscape reference images

-9x12 or 8x10 white or gray pastel paper, something
with a light texture (one per student)
-Chalk pastels in a variety of colors
-Pencils/erasers
-Acrylic paint multiple colors
-Black sharpies
-Large paintbrushes for creating dots (will use the ends
dipped in paint)
-Printed Wyoming landscapes for inspiration
-Matte spray fixative
-Paper plates/palettes for paint
-Optional: gloves
-Paper towel
-Appendix 2: landscape reference images
Large construction/tag paper to mount the works on or
frames

-Pass out paint and brushes after fixative has been sprayed

MOTIVATION: (10 min):
1. Observe David Von Metz’s work:
a) Look at Cercles- Terre et Ciel (landscape with dots- appendix 1- below), discuss:
*What's going on in this picture? *How does it make you feel?
*Where do you think this place could be? *Does it remind you of a place you’ve visited??
-David Von Metz is a painter, collagist, photographer, and digital artist, living in Wyoming. He has training in
science, mathematics, and engineering and his art is heavily influenced by these things.
Much of his work is non-representational, exploring geometric forms and transformations, with an eye toward
anthropomorphic inference, whether accidental or not.

PROCEDURES:
Today we will create landscape art inspired by David’s exhibition.
1. Create a pastel landscape on pastel paper.
DEMO and do step by step with the participants:
a) Demo how to draw a simple landscape. Optional: Choose the landscape that you want to create.
b) Explain that a realistic landscape should include a background, middle ground, and foreground. Draw these parts, starting from the
background, one by one waiting on participants to complete each portion of the landscape. DEMONSTRATE.
c) Have participants outline their line drawing with black sharpies.
d) DEMONSTRATE how to use chalk pastel (blending, etc.)
e) Color in landscapes with chalk pastels. Different colors can be blended to create new colors. Don’t worry about covering up sharpie lines.
They will reappear when sprayed with a fixative. DEMONSTRATE. Walk around to assist while participants are working.
f) Spray finished pieces with matte fixative OUTSIDE! They take 2-3 minutes to dry. While waiting, have participants choose two colors of
acrylic paint and get it on plates/palettes.
2. Add colored dots with acrylic paint: Once the fixative is dry, DEMO how to add paint dots to the landscape using the back of a large paintbrush
dipped in paint. Participants should think about using high contrast colors so their dots show up.
- Participants can outline their dots in sharpie like David’s if they desire
- Clean up.
- Ask participants to share about their landscapes: color choices, is this a place they have visited, etc.

Appendix 1:
David VonMetz:

Appendix 2: Landscape references

